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This walkthrough was originally written for Bonk's Adventure on the NES, but the walkthrough is still applicable
to the GC version of the game.
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Disclaimer...[BA.07]

------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. - Controls
[BA.01]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------D-Pad
A
B
Start
Select

-

Moves Bonk
Jump
Attack
Pause
No Use

------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. - Walkthrough
[BA.02]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stage 1
------------------------******
Area 1
******
Move to the right and attack the armadillo that appears. Keep moving for one
more and climb up those steps. At the top will be a plant and a native. Head
butt the plant to get a pepper and kill the native. Move to the right and
headbutt the next plant for some meat (why meat comes out of a plant, I don't
know.) Now you are basically invincible with the meat. Move to the right and
just walk through people. Jump the lava to get past it. To jump the large gaps,

you could grab onto the walls. Just keep moving until you reach area 2.
******
Area 2
******
Go to the right and jump over the cactus. Kill the lizard there and keep moving
to the right. Jump over that next cactus and keep going for a dinosaur to
appear. Now just keep moving to the right and attack the plants. You will
eventually get some meat. Stay on the bottom when you reach the longer wall so
you could get to the bonus round. Just jump the gaps and grab the pepper, try
not to fall. Jump past the cactus after the bonus round and stay on the high
path. Now keep moving to the right and jump over all of the enemies. Jump over
the last cactus and keep moving for just a few more enemies running towards
you. Get past those in any way and run to the next exit.
******
Area 3
******
Jump over the two pegs to the right and keep moving for a native. Kill him and
keep moving to the right, continue jumping over the pegs. Kill the enemies that
get in your path and kill the plants. One will give you meat, eat it and keep
moving to the right not worrying who gets in your way. Now when you get to the
big wall, go on the ground. There will be a bonus round there where you will
have to flip in the air (just keep pressing B.) Keep moving to the right when
you're done. Now keep jumping over the rest of the pegs and get to the next
area.
******
Area 4
******
Move to the right and kill the slugs. Watch out as you climb up the platforms
because daggers will pop out to hurt you. Keep moving to the right and you will
reach a dinosaur's head. Attack the plant first and grab the heart. Now attack
the dinosaur's hat to get into it. Now swim to the left. Keep moving to the
left and grab the meat when you reach it. Just keep moving to the left. At the
end will be some invisible walls you could destroy by attacking them. Fall down
the pit and move to the left into the skull. Press Up to enter it. Now you will
reach the boss.
******
Area 5
******
This boss isn't too tough. The only way it could hurt you is if its bubbles hit
you. The bubbles will come out of his nose every few seconds. Jump on its arms
to get closer to its head. You need to attack its head. When on its arms,
attack its head about 3 times. Jump off and wait for it to launch a bubble at
you. Destroy it as it comes to you and then go back to attack its head. Keep
doing that until its helmet gets destroyed.
-------------------Stage 2
-------------------******
Area 1
******

Go to right and wait before the water. A dragonfly will appear. Kill it and
then jump on the waterfall. You'll fall into the water a few times, when you
do, jump out and climb back onto the top of the waterfall. Keep moving to the
right while you are on top of it. Kill the last plant before you have to go
underwater for some meat. Go underwater when there's nowhere else to go and
swim under the rocks. Now get back on top of the waterfall when you can and
keep moving to the right. Now just keep moving to the right along the top and
you'll reach the end of this area.
******
Area 2
******
Move to the right and jump up the platforms. Jump over the mosquito there and
get onto the next higher platform. Don't fall into the liquid or you will get
hurt. Now climb the branches of the tree and jump over the next gap from the
highest branch. Just keep jumping across the branches and you will reach a sea
monster. Wait for the frog to jump and jump on its head. Keep jumping across it
to the right but make sure to wait for the frog to move. Kill the next plant
you see for some meat. Now just keep moving to the right before the meat wears
off and enter the next area.
******
Area 3
******
Jump onto the pole to the right and start climbing up it. You could switch
sides whenever you want by simply pressing left or right. Just keep climbing up
here until you reach the top. Move to the right when you reach the top to enter
the next area.
******
Area 4
******
This is another simple level. Just jump off onto the cloud and you will bounce.
You'll have to jump onto and over each tree to get past them and all of them
will have some sort of an enemy which will be either a native or a hawk. There
will also usually be plants on each one. Keep going across and climb the large
wall at the end. Go into the skull by pressing up to enter the boss fight.
******
Area 5
******
This one is a probably the hardest boss. It will appear up high and fall down
onto the ground. Avoid her when she falls and she will shoot something at you.
It will home in a little so be careful. Just try to jump and attack her head.
Try to hit her before she attacks you. Use that platform to jump on to also.
Keep attacking her until you knocked ome common sense into her.
-------------------Stage 3
-------------------******
Area 1
******

Just keep swimming
your way. Kill the
some meat for you.
in this area. Just

along the top and only go underwater when there are rocks in
jellyfish when you reach them because some of them will drop
Also watch out because there are a few underwater volcanoes
keep moving to the right until you enter the enxt area.

******
Area 2
******
Just swim up, try to avoid the first two enemies and attack the scube divers.
Kill the scuba divers and just avoid the amebas swimming around down there.
Some of the scube divers will drop some power ups for you so make sure you pick
them up. Near the end, you will reach a split in the path. Take the path on the
right for an extra life and then go back down and take the path to the left to
enter the next area.
******
Area 3
******
Climb up the platforms in front of you and at the top will be a biting
dinosaur. Get past that dinosaur because it takes too long to kill. Go a little
further for another biting dinosaur. Now when you start climbing down the
platforms, there will be plants with food. Now keep moving to the right and
kill the next few plants for meat. Keep moving and run along the top of the
waterfall. To break those blocks on the ground, you will need to land on your
head, to do that, jump and press the attack button. Keep moving to the right
along the top of the waterfalls and enter the skull at the end to fight the
boss.
******
Area 4
******
This boss is much easier than the last. It will jump out of the ground and
break two rocks out of where he appears, so when he's not there, run around. He
will then move towards you, jump and head butt his head. Don't touch his
shoulders or the rocks he throws or you will get hurt. Just keep attacking his
head until you're done.
-------------------Stage 4
-------------------******
Area 1
******
Move to the right and kill those enemies. This is another one of those levels
where you will have to keep climbing to the top, so just keep moving up. The
only enemies you will meet this whole way up are some natives and bugs. Kill
them if you want and when you get to the top, you will have to go to the right.
******
Area 2
******
Start moving to the right. Jump on all of the buildings when you reach them.
Wait before each cactus because a mosquito will appear. Go into the bonus
rounds when you see them. Keep moving to the right and you will get some meat.

When you get it, just run as fast as you can to the right and get to the next
area.
******
Area 3
******
This level is easy. The only enemies you will see will be some dragon flies and
a few slugs. There will also be a few plants. Most of them will be imposters so
make sure they are before attacking them. Keep moving and you will reach some
quick sand. Keep jumping across the top of it. If you stand in it for too long,
you will sink in. Just keep moving to the right and enter the skull to fight
the boss.
******
Area 4
******
This boss isn't too hard. Stand on the platform. It's two attacks will be a
charge and some rocket gloves. Wait for it to shoot its glove at you and do a
jump attack to it. Bounce off of that and start attacking his head. Try to keep
attacking its head without falling. Just keep attacking its head until it gives
up.
-------------------Stage 5
-------------------******
Area 1
******
This is another simple level. Just keep climbing up and kill the natives. Make
sure the plants aren't imposters. Keep climbing up and grab as many power ups
as you could. When you reach the top, go to the right to enter the next area.
******
Area 2
******
Move to the right and when you get a chance, climb to the highest platform.
Kill the plant there for some meat. If you want to go to the bonus round, move
to the left along the top. If you don't care, then move to the right. Stay on
the top platform and move to the right. Watch out for the swooping hawks and
kill the enemies and plants for meat. Kill the plant at the very end for an
extra heart. Now go back and fall down to the lower platform. Go to the right
and you will enter the next area.
******
Area 3
******
This is still considered an area, just swim straight down.
******
Area 4
******
Just swim to the right. Make sure not to touch any spikes and be careful around
the enemies. Try to kill them if you can but your first try should be to avoid

them. When you reach the end of this area, swim up to enter the next.
******
Area 5
******
Just swim to the left and make sure to avoid the spikes. Enter the skull at the
end of this area when you reach it.
******
Area 6
******
Move to the right. There will be
Avoid the plants because most of
they will just toss you into the
all of the obstacles that get in
that path.

a few statues that will charge at you here.
them will give too much time to the statues or
lava. Just keep moving to the right and avoid
your way. Enter the elevator at the end of

******
Area 7
******
Now you just have to run to the left. Jump over all of the lava and be careful
with the fossils running around. Enter the elevator at the end of this path.
******
Area 8
******
Move to the right here. Avoid all of the statues with the niches in the wall.
Don't kill the plants by head butts or you will fall into the lava. Just keep
moving to the right and avoid the statues until you reach the end.
******
Area 9
******
This area is easy too. Just swim straight up. Avoid the enemies by being
patient and keep moving to the top. At the top, move to the left and go up the
next elevator.
*******
Area 10
*******
Move to the right and go up the elevator for some power up rounds. Now keep
going and enter the next doorway. Grab the food here and continue to the
bosses. You will face the bosses that you already faced before, and then you
will reach a new boss.
*******
Area 11
*******
This boss isn't too hard. It has attacks from all of the bosses combined, but
doesn't last very long. Just avoid its attacks and hit that ball on the top of
his head above his eyes. After you beat him, enter the skull.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. - Tips
[BA.03]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Plants:
There will be plants
and others will have
jumping. You will be
don't die, they will

in pretty much every level. Some will have hidden enemies
food. To tell the difference, head butt them without
pushed back. If they die, they will drop food. If they
be an imposter.

Climbing:
Bonk could climb in this game. Just jump towards a wall and you could press up
and down to go up and down. Also on poles, you could switch sides by pressing
left and right.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. - Bosses
[BA.04]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stage 1
-------------------This boss isn't too tough. The only way it could hurt you is if its bubbles hit
you. The bubbles will come out of his nose every few seconds. Jump on its arms
to get closer to its head. You need to attack its head. When on its arms,
attack its head about 3 times. Jump off and wait for it to launch a bubble at
you. Destroy it as it comes to you and then go back to attack its head. Keep
doing that until its helmet gets destroyed.
-------------------Stage 2
-------------------This one is a probably the hardest boss. It will appear up high and fall down
onto the ground. Avoid her when she falls and she will shoot something at you.
It will home in a little so be careful. Just try to jump and attack her head.
Try to hit her before she attacks you. Use that platform to jump on to also.
Keep attacking her until you knocked ome common sense into her.
-------------------Stage 3
-------------------This boss is much easier than the last. It will jump out of the ground and
break two rocks out of where he appears, so when he's not there, run around. He
will then move towards you, jump and head butt his head. Don't touch his
shoulders or the rocks he throws or you will get hurt. Just keep attacking his
head until you're done.
-------------------Stage 4
-------------------This boss isn't too hard. Stand on the platform. It's two attacks will be a
charge and some rocket gloves. Wait for it to shoot its glove at you and do a
jump attack to it. Bounce off of that and start attacking his head. Try to keep
attacking its head without falling. Just keep attacking its head until it gives
up.
--------------------

Stage 5
-------------------This boss isn't too hard. It has attacks from all of the bosses combined, but
doesn't last very long. Just avoid its attacks and hit that ball on the top of
his head above his eyes.
-------------------Final Boss
-------------------This boss is easy. Hit his eye all the time. All of his attacks are easy to
avoid. Keep attacking him and he will change colors when he's almost dead. When
he does, he will shoot different items at you that are quicker. He will now fly
more so it's harder to hit him but just keep going after him. Keep beating him
up until you finally beat him.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. - Enemies
[BA.05]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Armadillo - These will just walk in one direction.
Native

- These will run towards you and attack you with its tomahawk.

Cactus

- These just stand there and will hurt you if you touch them, you
can't kill them.

Lizard

- These will just walk towards you.

Dinosaur

- These little creatures will run fast in one direction. It will jump
when it reaches you.

Hawk

- These will jump out at you and keep swooping in from side to side.

Slug

- These will just walk very slowly towards you.

Fish

- These will just swim in the water.

Dragonfly - These will appear ahead of you, stop, bring themselves to your
level, then fly towards you.
Electric
Eel

- These will be swimming around in the water and will zap you when
you are near them. They will also jump if you are above them.

Horseshoe - These will run across the bottom of the water or along the top of
Crab
the water surface fairly quickly.
Mosquito

- These will just fly up and down in one direction.

Jellyfish - These will just swim in one direction.
Ameba

- These will swim in a circle.

Scuba
Diver

- These just swim in different directions but they have harpoon guns.

Biting
Dinosaur

- These will jump towards you and try to bite you. If they do bite
you, then you'll have to press all of the buttons to make it let
go.

Bug

- These will be just like the amebas except out of the water.

Rhino

- This will be an enemy that will just charge towards you.

Evil Bonk - These are just like Bonk except they will attack you.
Teridactyl- These will fly quickly from side to side.
Statue

- These will charge towards you then stop when it passes you. It will
keep charging at you until you kill it or it goes off the screen.

Fossil

- These will run around the platform quickly.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. - Cheats
[BA.06]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Level Select/Sound Test
------------------------At the title screen, hold Down, Left, A, B, Select, and press Start. This will
bring you to a level select screen. You could switch to a sound test by
pressing select.
------------------------Game Genie Codes
------------------------SZVZINVK
AEKAAAZA
IEKAAAZA
AEKAAAZE
GEUAAEGA
AOUAAEGE
GXEEYEGA
GXVPIKSE
GASZTYAA
YEXELAAA
IEXELAAE
ZOXELAAA
YOXELAAA
PXXELAAA

-

Infinite lives
Start with 1 life
Start with 6 lives
Start with 9 lives
Start with less initial energy amd more maximum energy
Start with more energy
Super jump when normal
Keep "speed up" after powered down
Gain energy from picking up smiles
Start on stage 2-1
Start on stage 3-1
Start on stage 4-1
Start on Stage 5-1
Start on stage 6-1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. - Disclaimer
[BA.07]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted ｩ 2005 to Frank Grochowski. International
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it
is free. The latest version will always be found at:
http://www.GameFAQs.com
This document is copyright Da Hui and hosted by VGM with permission.

